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Abstract

In successful communication, speakers tailor their language to
the context and listeners make inferences about the speaker’s
knowledge. Several current accounts propose that both speak-
ers and listeners accomplish this by rational analysis of the
statistics in the environment, including their partner. Here we
examine perspective-taking behaviour in a dyadic conversation
task, where the same individuals act in the role of both speaker
and listener. We model perspective-taking in both production
and comprehension, taking into account the dyadic situation.
Our findings suggest that conversational partners weight their
own perspective more than the partner’s when speaking, and
the partner’s perspective more than their own when listening.
We also find that in both production and comprehension, con-
versational partners change the weighting of perspectives over
time, moving towards relying more on the partner’s perspec-
tive at the expense of their own perspective. Surprisingly, we
find little evidence that listeners or speakers adapt to the id-
iosyncratic statistics of their partner’s linguistic behaviour.

Keywords: perspective-taking; pragmatic inference; dyadic
communication; common ground; reference.

Introduction
The goal of a typical conversation is to exchange informa-
tion. This is enabled by the fact that different individuals
have different knowledge and beliefs. Yet this asymmetry
also presents a challenge, as it requires interlocutors to tai-
lor the message to their partner’s perspective in order for it
to be understood. Largely focused on reference, much re-
search has demonstrated that speakers tailor referential forms
to the knowledge of the listener (e.g., Isaacs & Clark, 1987;
Wilkes-Gibbs & Clark, 1992), and that listeners are sensitive
to the knowledge of their speaker (Brown-Schmidt, Gunlog-
son, & Tanenhaus, 2008; Hanna, Tanenhaus, & Trueswell,
2003; Heller, Grodner, & Tanenhaus, 2008; Nadig & Sedivy,
2002). At the same time, much work has shown that inter-
locutors also consider their own perspective, both in produc-
tion (e.g., Lane, Groisman, & Ferreira, 2006) and in compre-
hension (e.g., Keysar, Lin, & Barr, 2003).

Recent work has proposed that the combination of in-
fluences from both perspectives is, in fact, what underlies
perspective-taking behaviour (Heller, Parisien, & Stevenson,
2016; Mozuraitis, Stevenson, & Heller, 2018). This model
is in line with a larger trend in pragmatics to explain aspects
of communication as probabilistic inference over the statis-
tics of the context (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Goodman &

Stuhlmüller, 2013). How speakers and listeners select the
relative weighting of the two perspectives remains an open
question.

Here we reanalyze data from a dyadic communication task
collected in Ryskin, Benjamin, Tullis, and Brown-Schmidt
(2015) using the multiple-perspective model (Heller et al.,
2016; Mozuraitis et al., 2018). This dataset has several unique
properties that allow us to ask novel questions. First, it com-
prises data from 152 participants which is large compared to
most interactive studies (usually 20-60 participants), thus pro-
viding a better test of the probabilistic framework.

Second, two naive participants took turns as speaker and
listener. The fact that all exchanges were unscripted, and thus
included some errors, provides a more ecologically-valid rep-
resentation of perspective-taking behaviour. Because individ-
uals acted as both speaker and listener, this data set allows us
to compare – for the same individual – perspective-taking be-
haviour in production and comprehension. If weighting is
tied to individuals, the same individual will show the same
weighing across production and comprehension. However,
it is also possible that production and comprehension do not
correlate, because speakers and listeners are subject to differ-
ent pressures.

Finally, the dyadic structure of the task allows us to
ask whether interlocutors adapt to the specific linguistic
behaviour of their partner. Indeed, previous research has
demonstrated that speakers and listeners adapt to similar sta-
tistical properties. For example, listeners who receive instruc-
tion from an unreliable speaker do not draw the same infer-
ences as those who interact with a reliable speaker (Grodner
& Sedivy, 2011; Ryskin, Kurumada, & Brown-Schmidt,
2019). However, these findings have been restricted to experi-
ments where the speaker and listener have access to the same
information. When a speaker and listener have mismatch-
ing information, any infelicitous language may instead be at-
tributed to differences in perspective, leading to less adapta-
tion.

The dataset: Ryskin et al. (2015)
The dataset comprises 152 participants, paired in 76 dyads,
and engaged in a referential communication task. Con-
versational partners, seated in front of separate computers
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and communicating via speakers, took turns instructing each
other about which object to click on out of an array (see
Fig. 1) over the course of 288 trials1. Each partner saw 7
objects in a “cubby hole” display : 6 objects had a white
background, meaning that they were also visible to the other
partner, one object had a grey background, meaning that it
was visible to them alone, and one was “hidden“ behind a
black square, indicating that the partner had an object in that
location.

Figure 1: Stimuli from Ryskin et al. (2015) production (a)
and comprehension (b) conditions. In each display, the target
(e.g., banana) and competitor (e.g., balloon) were phonolog-
ical onset competitors; this was done in order to increase the
ambiguous portion of the speech stream.

During production, speakers provided an instruction to
their partner to click on the object marked with a green frame
(Fig. 1a). There were three types of critical trials (N=64 per
participant): (i) No Contrast (n=16): The target object was the
only one of its nominal category, and thus a bare noun would
suffice (e.g., “the banana”); (ii) Contrast-Shared (n=32)2:
the display contained two objects contrasting in size, which
meant that size information was required (e.g., ‘“the big ba-
nana”); (iii) Contrast-Privileged (n=16): the second object
was only visible to the speaker — this was the critical test
case for perspective-taking.

196 production trials [64 critical + 32 other] + 96 comprehension
trials [64 critical + 32 other] + 48 production fillers + 48 comprehen-
sion fillers = 288 total trials. Production trials for one dyad member
serve as comprehension trials for the other member and vice versa.
64 trials were critical for both members of the dyad: labeled as
Contrast-Shared in Production and Two Contrasts - Shared in Com-
prehension (see Figure 1). “Other” trials are ones which are only
useful insofar as they provided the stimulus for the partner.

2Unlike other trial types, Contrast-Shared/Two Contrasts-Shared
trials were critical both for the producer and the comprehender.
Their number was 2x the other trials to allow for certain analyses
that are relevant to the current paper.

On average, speakers produced size adjectives on 8% of
No-Contrast trials and 98% of Contrast-Shared trials: these
provide a baseline of modification behaviour as a function of
the absence or presence of contrast. The Contrast-Privileged
trials are the critical test of the combination of the speaker’s
and listener’s perspectives: including size information re-
flects influences from the speaker’s own perspective, whereas
producing a bare noun reflects influence of the listener’s per-
spective. On average, participants modified on 66% of these
cases—an intermediate behaviour between the two extremes.

During comprehension, listeners had to click on an object
given a referring expression from their partner. In all three
types of critical trials (N=64 per participant) (Fig. 1b), the in-
tended referent was an object in a contrast set, e.g., the big
banana, with the appropriate instruction, “Click on the big
banana”: (i) In the One Contrast - Shared condition (n=16),
upon hearing “the big”, listeners should expect the speaker
to refer to the big banana, because it is the only object with a
size contrast (see Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson,
1999); (ii) In the Two Contrasts - Shared condition (n=32),
the fragment “the big” should be ambiguous between the big
banana and the big balloon, because both have a size contrast
(cf. Heller et al., 2008); (iii) The Two Contrasts - Privileged
condition (n=16) was the critical test of perspective-taking:
here there was a second small object (e.g., small balloon)
which was only visible to the listener. The influence of the
listener’s own perspective will lead to a pattern of ambiguity,
parallel to Two Contrasts - Shared, whereas the influence of
the speaker’s perspective will lead to earlier bias towards the
target, parallel to One Contrast - Shared.

Interpretation was measured using eye-movements, which
were recorded for both partners. Trials with an incorrect in-
struction or an incorrect response were excluded (∼ 2% of
trials). The timing of the adjective and the noun in the speech
stream were marked, and eye movements were aligned to
those onsets. We used the same analysis window as Ryskin
et al. (2015): from 200ms after adjective onset to 800ms af-
ter noun onset (200ms for oculomotor delay + 600ms for the
average noun).

Fig. 2 plots proportion of fixations over time. For analy-
sis purposes, fixation durations were binarized (any duration
> 0 was coded as 1), in order to provide a proportion mea-
sure analogous to the production measure. Logistic mixed-
effects regression (with random slope for condition, by par-
ticipant and by item) indicates, first, that listeners were more
likely to fixate the target object in the One Contrast con-
dition compared to Two Contrasts Shared (β = 0.54,SE =
0.13, p < 0.001): this establishes the difference between no
ambiguity and temporary ambiguity. Importantly, listeners
were also more likely to fixate the target object in the Two
Contrasts Privileged condition compared to Two Contrasts
Shared (β = 0.29,SE = 0.13, p < 0.05): this is the effect
of perspective-taking, reflecting the influence of the partner’s
perspective. There was no evidence that these fixation pat-
terns changed systematically over the course of the experi-
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Figure 2: Timecourse of eye gaze to target and competi-
tor objects over the course of the critical time window (on-
set+200ms to ∼ onset+1300ms), by condition.

ment (interactions with trial order ps> 0.1).
In what follows, we model the empirically observed behav-

iors of speakers and listeners during the perspective-taking
task described above within the perspective-weighting frame-
work (Heller et al., 2016; Mozuraitis et al., 2018). We first
use each speaker’s production data to estimate the weighting
of their own and their partner’s perspectives. We then esti-
mate the weighting parameter for comprehension on the ba-
sis of individual listeners’ eye-tracking data. In the third sec-
tion, we ask whether partners in a dyad influence each other’s
perspective-weighting.

Perspective-weighting in production
We model reference production following Mozuraitis et al.
(2018) as the probability of a particular referring expression,
RE, being used to refer to an object, ob j:

P(RE | ob j) = ∑
d∈D

P(RE | ob j,d)P(d) (1)

where D = {s, `} is the set of all available referential domains
(i.e., perspectives on the objects in the situational context
that are relevant to the selection of referring expressions); s
is the speaker’s perspective, and ` is the listener’s perspec-
tive. Because s and ` exhaust the space of D, we can let
αs = P(d = s) = 1−P(d = `) and rewrite Eqn. 1 as:

P(RE | ob j) =αsP(RE | ob j,d = s)

+(1−αs)P(RE | ob j,d = `) (2)

The weight αs represents how much the speaker’s own per-
spective is weighed – the rest of the weight is given to the
listener’s perspective. Thus, when αs is closer to 0, this re-
flects a speaker who weighs their own perspective less (they
consider the listener’s perspective more), whereas when αs
is closer to 1, this reflects a speaker who is more egocentric
(they rely on the listener’s perspective less). Talking about
the weighting in terms of αs is an arbitrary choice we make

for expository reasons: it is equally possible to talk instead
about the weight assigned to the listener’s perspective (which
we will do when modelling comprehension).

We first compute an aggregate αs for the critical condi-
tion Contrast - Privileged, computing the weight that results
in P(RE = “big...” | target) = 0.66 (the average modifica-
tion rate in this condition). To this end, we use the produc-
tion behaviour from the two control conditions: Contrast -
Shared representing the speaker’s own perspective – P(RE =
“big...” | target,d = s) = 0.98, and No Contrast representing
the listener’s perspective – P(RE = “big...” | target,d = `) =
0.08. Solving for αs in Eqn. 2 gives us αs = 0.64, suggesting
that, in aggregate, speakers considered their own perspective
somewhat more than the listener’s perspective.

More interestingly, we consider αs separately for each in-
dividual speaker, solving Eqn. 2 for each individual using
their production behaviour. We first estimated αs for each
participant by considering their behaviour over the whole ex-
perimental session. Fig. 3 plots the distribution of αs for 134
speakers: this reveals that there is much variability across dif-
ferent speakers (values from 18 participants were excluded
because αs exceeded 1 or was negative, likely due to noise).
In addition, we compared αs for the first and second halves of
the session, finding that it decreased over time (first half αs =
0.73 vs. second half αs = 0.57; paired t = 6.53, p < 0.001).
This indicates that speakers grew to consider their partners’
perspective more over time, perhaps due to their own experi-
ence in the listener role.

Figure 3: Proportion of size adjective use by condition for in-
dividual participants (a) and distribution of individual speak-
ers’ αs values (b).

Perspective-weighting in comprehension
Reference comprehension asks a different question: what is
the probability that an object, ob j, is the intended referent,
given a referring expression RE. Unlike in production, the
probability here cannot be directly estimated from a listener’s
exposure to language, and so Bayes’ rule is used to rewrite it
as in Eqn. 3 (Heller et al., 2016; Mozuraitis et al., 2018).

P(ob j | RE) ∝ ∑
d∈D

P(RE | ob j,d)P(ob j | d)P(d) (3)
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As in Heller et al. (2016), the prior P(ob j | d) is estimated
based on theoretical considerations: we assume occluded ob-
jects are considered by the listener less likely to be a referent
and set P(occluded obj | d) = 0.05). The remaining probabil-
ity mass is distributed equally among non-occluded objects.
Because both domains – or perspectives – d have 7 such ob-
jects, we set P(visible obj | d) = 0.136.

The likelihood P(RE | ob j,d) is estimated from the pro-
duction data, based on the assumption that these probabilities
arise—in the mind of a listener—from experience with speak-
ers’ productions. The Contrast - Shared condition serves
as a proxy for how likely speakers are to use a size adjec-
tive to describe a target object when it’s in a pair (0.98).
We estimate how likely speakers are to use a size adjective
when the target object is a singleton using both the No Con-
trast and Contrast - Privileged conditions: this is because
both are singletons from the listener’s perspective. Given
that listeners experience 80 trials where the referent is a
singleton, including 48 fillers, 16 No Contrast trials, and
16 Contrast - Privileged trials, we set this value to 0.196
((48∗0.08+16∗0.08+16∗0.66)/80 = 0.196). Fig. 4 sum-
marizes these distributions for each domain.3
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Figure 4: Probabilities of referring expression with a size ad-
jective for each object and domain.

Parallel to production, D = {s, `} is the complete set of
domains (or perspectives), so Eqn. (3) can be written as:

P(ob j | RE) ∝(1−α`)P(RE | ob j,d = s)P(ob j | d = s)

+α`P(RE | ob j,d = `)P(ob j | d = `) (4)

To focus on the partner who is processing the language, here
we set α` = P(d = `) which encodes how much the lis-
tener’s perspective is weighed (in production, we talked about

3The probability for the unknown object in the speaker’s domain
(question mark in Fig. 4) is estimated from the production data based
on the assumption that it could be either a big pair member, a small
pair member, or a singleton (0.25∗0.98+0.25∗0.00+0.5∗0.196=
0.343).

αs = P(d = s)). This change in focus allows for an easy com-
parison of αs, whereby a higher weight of α always indicates
greater emphasis on one’s own perspective, across both pro-
duction (αs) and comprehension (α`) (α is how much one
weights one’s own perspective).

The estimates of P(ob j | d) and P(RE = “big...” | ob j,d)
are used to predict P(ob j | RE = “big...”), as in Eqn. (4),
for both targets and competitors across the range of possi-
ble α` values, as shown in Fig. 5. Recall that an α` closer to 0
means less egocentricity (because there is more weight on the
speaker’s perspective), whereas an α` closer to 1 means more
egocentricity (more weight on the listener’s perspective).

Figure 5: Model predictions for comprehension across a
range of α`.

For all values of α`, participants are predicted to consider
the target much more than the competitor in the One Contrast
- Shared condition (green) and to consider them equivalently
in the Two Contrasts - Shared condition (purple: the two lines
in Fig. 5 completely overlap). In both of these conditions, the
difference between the speaker’s and listener’s perspective is
not relevant to the probability of considering the target. The
critical case is the Two Contrasts - Privileged condition. Here,
participants are predicted to consider the target more than the
competitor for all values of α` < 1. When α` = 1, listeners
consider only their own perspective, which means consider-
ing the target and competitor equally, and when α` = 0, lis-
teners consider only their partner’s perspective, which means
considering the target almost exclusively.

How do these predictions map onto the eye-tracking data?
Overall, the pattern of gaze from Fig. 2 are consistent with
the model predictions for all values of 0 < α` < 1. This in-
dicates that, in aggregate, listeners considered both their own
and the speaker’s perspectives during comprehension. To es-
timate this relative weighting, we examine how models with
different values of α` map onto the eye-tracking data.

Before we proceed, it is important to note that there is
no agreement in the literature on how visual attention links
to reference resolution, namely P(ob j | RE). For example,
when an object is selected as the referent, it is not fixated
at 100%, and when objects are inconsistent with the refer-
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ring expression, they may nevertheless receive some visual
attention. Nevertheless, we chose to use an identity linking
function between gaze and model predictions, as this choice
avoids making any further assumptions. We return to this is-
sue in the discussion.

For the analyses that follow, dyads in which one of the
members had an improper αs were excluded, leaving data
from 59 dyads (118 participants). Simulations across a range
of possible α` values indicate that a model with an α` = 0.27
minimizes mean squared error for predicting the observed
eye-fixation proportions of individual listeners (in the time
window described above), averaged by condition and object.
The model with α` = 0.27 (Fig. 6a; R2 = 0.55) provides a
better fit to eye gaze than a model which uses the weight-
ing we estimated from the production data, namely α` = 0.64
(Fig. 6b; R2 = 0.50; BF10 = 5.5e15 by BIC approximation4).
This result suggests that interlocutors may weight their own
perspective more during speaking than during listening, al-
though this conclusion requires further investigation due to
the different ways in which these weights are estimated.

Figure 6: Observed proportion of eye fixations to target and
competitor objects by condition over predicted proportions
based on (a) α` = 0.27, (b) α` = 0.64, (c) α` = 0.16 with
partner-specific P(RE), and (d) α` = 1− partner’s α` .

Further, listeners appear to consider their partner’s perspec-
tive more over the course of the experiment (first half best α`

= 0.43 vs. second half α` = 0.20), suggesting that listeners
may be adjusting to speakers who are focused on their own
perspective by weighting their own perspective to the same
extent as the partner (i.e., moving α` toward 1−αs).

4BF10 > 10 are considered strong evidence for H1 over H0.

Perspective-weighting in dyads
The changes in both αs and α` over the course of the task
are suggestive of adaptation. One possibility is that interlocu-
tors are adapting to the task: speakers may be learning what
it is like to receive instructions that are ambiguous given the
visual display, and listeners may become more aware of the
cognitive burden on the speakers who must take into account
what their partner does and doesn’t know. However, inter-
locutors may also be adapting to the idiosyncrasies of their
conversational partner; we investigate this possibility by tak-
ing account of the dyadic structure of the task.

Production of modified expressions
Participants varied substantially in terms of how much they
weighted the two perspectives when designing referring ex-
pressions. Here we ask whether this variability was related to
their partners’ production behaviour. One might imagine that
having a partner with a higher αs, who frequently produces
modifiers that are not necessary from the listener’s perspec-
tive, might lead one to similarly overproduce unnecessary
modifiers: This would lead to a positive correlation between
αs values within a dyad. Alternatively, the listener might try
to set a good example for their egocentric partner by produc-
ing felicitous references. This would lead to a negative cor-
relation between αs values within a dyad. However, neither
scenario was borne out: There was no correlation between
the αs values of members of the same dyad (r =−0.04,CI =
[−0.29,0.23]), nor did such a relationship emerge over the
course of the task (first half r = 0.12,CI = [−0.17,0.37] vs.
second half r =−0.03,CI = [−0.30,0.22]).

Comprehension of modified expressions
Fig. 7 shows how model predictions for P(ob j | RE) vary as
a function of individual production probabilities which are
used as P(RE | ob j,d) (cf. average in Fig 5): while the same
general pattern is predicted for all participants, there are nev-
ertheless quantitative differences. For example, for listener
35 the model predicts target probabilities between 0.75 and
0.50 in the Two Contrasts - Privileged condition, whereas for
listener 37, the predicted range is 0.50 to 0.40. Given the vari-
ability in how speakers produced modified referring expres-
sions, a rational strategy for listeners may be to adapt their
comprehension to the production statistics of the partner they
have been paired with.

Dyad-specific probabilities of REs. We tested whether
predictions generated from probability distributions com-
puted on a per-dyad basis would provide a better fit to the
observed gaze data. As in the overall comprehension mod-
elling, we simulate model predictions across the range of
potential α` values and find the one which minimizes mean
squared error. In contrast to the previous analyses, the values
of P(RE | ob j,d) are not the same across listeners but rather
computed for each listener based on their partner’s production
probabilities. Predicted values from the best-fitting α` = 0.16
with P(RE | ob j,d) estimated from the partner’s productions
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Figure 7: Model predictions of P(target|RE) for a random
sample of 12 participants

were robustly correlated with gaze data (R2 = 0.46; Fig. 6c).
However, these provided a worse fit than the earlier model,
which used P(RE | ob j,d) estimated from the average of all
participants’ productions and α` = 0.27 (BF10 = 6.3e− 28).
The inferior model fit of the dyad-specific model suggests that
listeners may not be rapidly adapting their pragmatic infer-
ences to the production probabilities of their partners, though
it is possible that some adaptation is masked by the additional
variability in the predictions.

Dyad-specific probabilities of α`. It is possible that in-
stead of changing their estimates of P(RE | ob j,d), listeners
may be updating their α` to reflect their partner’s perspective-
weighting, αs. We compare predictions from models with α`

values corresponding to each listener’s own αs and 1−αs as
well as their partner’s αs and 1−αs. These four models also
did not provide a better fit to gaze data than the model us-
ing the average P(RE | ob j,d) estimates and α` = 0.27 (own
αs: R2 = 0.46, BF10 = 6.7e− 28; partner’s αs: R2 = 0.45,
BF10 = 1.3e− 30); 1-own αs: R2 = 0.49, BF10 = 9.8e− 20;
1-partner’s αs: R2 = 0.50, BF10 = 7.8e−17, Fig. 6d). Taken
together, we find no evidence that listeners are tuned to their
partner’s perspective-weighting. However, as pointed out ear-
lier, the additional variability in the predictions may make
such effects more difficult to detect. It is interesting to note
that, among these four models, the one that fits the data
best is the one where α` is set to 1 - partner’s αs (own αs:
BF10 = 8.6e−12; partner’s αs: BF10 = 1.6e−14; 1-own αs:
BF10 = 1.3e− 3). We speculate that this may reflect the lis-
teners changing their perspective weights to match how much
their partner weights the listener perspective during speaking.

Conclusions
In a dyadic referential communication task where inter-
locutors’ perspectives (always) differed, we examined the
perspective-taking behaviour of individuals taking turns as

speakers and listeners. When they were in the role of speaker,
there was much variability in how individuals weighted their
own and their partner’s perspectives, and yet overall they
considered their partner’s perspective more in the second
half of the session. Interestingly, individuals in the current
paradigm assigned relatively less weight to their own per-
spective compared to speakers in other (similar) experimen-
tal paradigms (Heller & Stevenson, 2018; Vanlangendonck,
Willems, Menenti, & Hagoort, 2016). This might be because
in the current task they also played the role of listener, putting
them in a position to notice ambiguous and redundant instruc-
tions. This interpretation is further supported by the finding
that speakers assigned less weight to their own perspective in
the second half of the experiment.

When they were in the role of the listener, participants gen-
erally weighted their partner’s perspective more than their
own’s, suggesting that listeners expected speakers to be us-
ing their own perspective. As in production, listeners also
considered their partner’s perspective more over time (i.e., α`

decreased in the second half of the experiment relative to the
first), perhaps as listeners come to better understand the cog-
nitive pressures experienced by the speaker attempting to pro-
duce an unambiguous and felicitous referential expression.

Modelling comprehension required us to link the listener’s
probabilistic inferences and the eye-movements they execute;
to our knowledge, this is the first attempt to fit model pre-
dictions of this kind to eye-tracking data. Because it is not
clear what a reasonable linking function should be, as a first
foray, we have used an identity link, which makes few as-
sumptions but is likely sub-optimal. Finding a better linking
function will be challenging, given that it may depend on the
time window being examined, but is a crucial next step that
may improve our ability to investigate perspective-taking in
comprehension which is often measured with eye tracking.

Comparing the weightings used in production and com-
prehension suggests that speakers were more egocentric than
listeners: that is, αs > 0.5 and α` < 0.5, indicating the
speaker’s perspective is weighted more than the listener’s by
both speakers and listeners. Note that we do not directly com-
pare αs and α` to determine the relative level at which they
weight the speaker’s perspective (i.e., how much above or be-
low the “tipping point” of 0.5 they are). This is because we
cannot guarantee that αs and α` are directly comparable; they
are estimated in different ways and thus may exist on distinct
scales (despite both being bounded by 0 and 1). While further
investigations are needed to determine whether these con-
clusions are robust to variation in the estimation procedure
(e.g., time window for eye-tracking data), the basic asymme-
try we observe between speakers and listeners is consistent
with other findings in the literature (e.g., Hawkins & Good-
man, 2016; Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2013).

Despite the substantial variability between dyads in terms
of the statistics of the linguistic environment (see Fig. 7), us-
ing partner-specific estimates did not improve model fits. One
possibility is that there is simply too much noise in the data
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to use individual estimates. A more intriguing possibility is
that speakers and listeners may not be tuned to the specifics
of their partner because that idiosyncratic experience is out-
weighed by their prior expectations of speakers using adjec-
tives felicitously in the real world. Note that this conclusion
would contrast with prior results where listeners adapt their
inferences to the speaker’s pragmatic competence (Grodner
& Sedivy, 2011; Ryskin et al., 2019), though these studies
did not include differences in perspective.

The current paper is the first to analyze the production and
comprehension for the same individuals using one model: the
multiple-perspectives model (Heller et al., 2016; Mozuraitis
et al., 2018). An important goal for future research is to
compare the present model to alternative frameworks. For
example, within the Rational Speech Act Framework (Frank
& Goodman, 2012), Hawkins and Goodman (2016) come to
complementary conclusions regarding the division of labor
between speakers and listeners in conversation. Comparing
both models against the same dataset may yield important in-
sights about the computations that best capture perspective-
taking in dyads. Alternatively, dynamical systems approaches
provide a more sophisticated way to model perspective-taking
effects as they unfold over time (Dale et al., 2018). Integrat-
ing probabilistic and dynamical approaches may prove to be
a fruitful avenue for future work, particularly given the rich
time-course information afforded by the use of eye-tracking.
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